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(bor-
rowing)   translation
    lexical coining 


black money  white paper 
green signal    
    





       

    
     


       





    
    

      
    







 You cannot keep out foreign
words as you keep out foreign manufactured
goods. Perhaps Telugu accepts them more easily
than any other Indian language and this will cer-
tainly help to make it a rival to Hindi in teaching
science, medicine and engineering (quoted by
Kusuma kumari



(Language Planning)




    


     Lan-
guage Planning

Status planning
Corpus planning).

Status planning):
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Concise
Oxford Dictionary
    
glassories    
     






      


Corpus planning
       

Graphization, 2. Standardization, 3. Modernization.


Graphization

    
Standardization)    
      
Mod-
ernization      
     


    
  Language
development is the series of ongoing planned ac-
tions that a language community takes to ensure
that its language continues to serve its changing
social, cultural, political, economic and spiritual
needs and goals. (Suh Joseph Che 2011)“ Suh
Joseph Che 




    (borrowing)  
(loan blends)loan trans-
lation)(partial translation
semantic re-interpretationse-
mantic expansionlexical coin-
ing) (Krishnamurti     
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   Loan translation /
Calquing


    Socio linguistics =
   Applied linguistics = 
Language Planning =Stan-
dardization =   Modernization =
   Dictionary of synonyms =
  Etymological dictionary = 
deep structure =surface struc-
ture = simple sentence = 
compound sentence =complex sen-
tence =  lowest common multiple =
maximum common multiple =
right angle = trigo-
nometry = triangle =abdominal
cavity = cross - pollination =
self - pollination = gravi-
tational force =  light reflection =
light refraction = rela-
tivity theory = convex lens = 

concave lens =united na-
tions organization = joint action plan
= all party meeting = 
public relations officer =  
civil supply department = 
human resource development =  
financial crisis = developing
countries = poverty line = 
summit conference =   midterm
polls = 

    (Loan transla-
tion of idioms) :

     
pen stroke = , lame
excuses =crocodile tears = 
whirlwind tour = paper tiger = 
to kick the bucket = white elephant =
bed of flowers = 

(Conceptual translation):

      
   
Encyclopedia =   Concordance =
Thesaurus = Uni-
versity =  Editor = Alge-
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bra = Calculus = Functions =
Fractions = Numerator = 
Denominator =  Gravitational force =
Mass = 

(Conceptual trans-
lation of idioms) :



poke one’s nose = grease
one’s palm = cock and bull stories =
black day = hard
nut to crack =   in a nutshell = 
tall talk  

(Partial translation) :

            
     

member of parliament =   world
bank = five star hotel = 
small scale industry = 
small savings = 

(Partial translation
idioms) :



storm in a teacup
=storm 
  teacup   


Conceptual partial translation)


     
    cold war = 
civil war = cloud seeding =
drip irrigation = sprinkler irriga-
tion =   standing committee = 
capital punishment = death sen-
tence = 







    

   Paul Engel   
As the world shrinks together like an ag-
ing orange and all people in all cultures move closer
together (however reluctantly and suspiciously) it
may be that the crucial sentence for our remain-
ing years on the earth may be very simply TRANS-
LATE OR DIE" (quoted in Gentzler, Edwin. 


     





Gentzler, Edwin. 1993. Contemporary Transla-

tion Theories. London : Routledge

Kaplan B., Robert, and Richard B. Baldauf Jr.
1997.  Language Planning from Practice to Theory.
Clevedon: Multilingual Matters ltd.

Krishnamurthi, Bh. And Aditi Mukherjee. 1984.
Modernization of Indian Languages in News Me-
dia. Hyderabad: Department of Linguistics,
Osmania University

Suh Joseph Che"The Role of Translation in
the implementation of Language Policy in
Cameron" in Translation Journal. Volume 15, No.
3 July, 2011 at http://translationjournal.net/journal/
57cameroon.htm

http://translationjournal.net/journal/
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